ANRITSU CORPORATION

Anritsu builds SAP systems on IIJ GIO Virtual Platform VW Series in no time flat

As a company expanding globally, ANRITSU CORPORATION has used an IIJ data center to build and operate SAP® ERP, an integrated resource planning system on premises. The company adopted IIJ GIO Component Service Virtual Platform VW Series, which is equipped with a virtualized environment, as a platform for the freshly deployed SAP GTS. The fact that IIJ’s cloud services were certified by SAP’s head office in Germany was a decisive factor in the adoption.

Great East Japan Earthquake triggers use of data centers

Anritsu offers electronic measuring instruments, telecommunications equipment, optical devices, and a variety of other products to support the evolution of telecommunications. For example, with the rapid proliferation of smartphones and tablets these days, the company provides device manufacturers and telecommunications carriers throughout the world with equipment for wireless communication systems such as LTE and wireless LANs, as well as measuring instruments essential for development and quality assurance of devices, services and applications.

As part of the company’s Management Information Systems Department, the Infrastructure Solutions Team is responsible for the strategic application of IT to support global business activity. “In addition to enterprise resource planning systems (ERP) and groupware, we also build and operate IT infrastructure such as networks, servers and middleware which are used as system platforms throughout companies. We share our role with the BPR Promotions Team which is in charge of upper level applications, and provide the optimal information systems to in-house users and groups,” says Yuji Shinohara, the manager of the Department.

Anritsu deployed SAP ERP as its ERP approximately 10 years ago and operated it from the server room at its headquarters (Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa). After two version upgrades, the company decided to switch from a UNIX version of SAP ERP to a Windows version in 2011 when it last upgraded. However, the Great East Japan Earthquake struck during preparations for the upgrade, and after considering a business continuity plan (BCP), “we decided to outsource the ERP and other important systems that ran in-house to an external data center,” says Shinohara.

Building and operating SAP systems on IIJ GIO VW Series

Anritsu used IIJ’s Internet VPN for a wide area network which
IIJ’s cloud services receive SAP certification

A major factor in Anritsu’s decision to adopt VW Series was that IIJ had obtained SAP Certified in Hosting Services and SAP Certified in Cloud Services, designations from SAP in April 2013 for the quality of its hosting services and cloud services.

These certifications signify that security levels, operational management levels, infrastructure robustness, support systems, and other elements of a service meet SAP quality criteria. “In order for us to access SAP support, it was a prerequisite that the services used in our cloud deployment were certified,” says Shinohara. Furthermore, facilities of VW Series are located in an IIJ data center in central Japan, and the selection also took disaster recovery (DR) into account.

Once the SAP GTS development environment was constructed on VMware operating from the IIJ data center in Kansai, the procedure to copy its objects onto virtual servers running on VW Series was extremely quick. After the migration to VW Series “the system ran without any problems at the level of performance we had expected. Another benefit is that we didn’t have to change our construction and operating procedures because the VMware virtual environment was the same as that of an on-premises environment with VW Series,” says Shinohara regarding the results of the deployment. After performing testing operations on the SAP GTS development environment, the company plans to build production and testing environments.

In addition to IIJ data center services, cloud services, and network services, the company also uses other IIJ services such as IIJ Secure MX Service for anti-spam. “We are being provided with a total information system platform to support our business. IIJ provides steadfast support, and maintains reliability and stability while also keeping operational costs to a minimum by connecting systems seamlessly,” says Shinohara, in praise of IIJ’s support.

Anritsu also plans to migrate the SAP ERP, which it built and runs on premises, to the IIJ cloud service in the future. This enables outsourcing of maintenance and operation of servers and other hardware assets to IIJ, eliminating the need for their physical ownership. IIJ has a thorough knowledge of server and network technologies, and possesses expertise and a proven track record.

Entrusting IT platforms to IIJ allows Anritsu’s Management Information Systems Department to devote itself to planning and designing strategic uses of IT. For cloud services which host mission-critical information systems, reliability is the most important factor. IIJ GIO services can be relied on to push forward the practical application of SAP solutions.
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